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Outline

̶ Context: medical portals in the Czech Republic
̶ Opposed and published review

̶ Concept: Content recommendation tool
̶ Medilytics

̶ Cases:
̶ Keyword based recommendation of stored content

̶ Nearest healthcare providers search
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Context

National review of medical portals
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National review of medical portals

̶ Overview of 190 relevant sources and their descriptive attributes.

̶ Resources are from 98 content guarantors (institutions, 

associations and individuals).

̶ The list is up to date on 6 February 2019 and has been presented 

in MEDSOFT 2019.
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Final document – preview
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Target audience

̶ Many resources target more than one group

̶ Often sections for specific groups
̶ for doctors, for the public, for patients

̶ Results:
̶ Experts / doctors N = 70 (36.8 %)

̶ General public N = 161 (84.7 %)

̶ Government / officials N = 17 (8.9 %)

̶ Academic staff N = 25 (13.2 %)
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Categories of content presented

̶ Monitored mainly on the basis of publicly available content

̶ Results:
̶ News / Signpost N = 152 (80 %)

̶ Project information N = 33 (17.4 %)

̶ Search Database N = 26 (13.7 %)

̶ Static data visualization N = 8 (4.2 %)

̶ Interactive data visualization N = 8 (4.2 %)

̶ Open data N = 2 (1.1 %)
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Concept

Content recommendation vision
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Medilytics: 
Content recommendation for better knowledge

̶ The way how to recommend the content in medical portals.

̶ Main functionality is to suggest relevant documents or entities to users 

based on currently viewed content and precomputed relevancy.

̶ Medilytics’ outcomes should help to spread awareness about healthcare 

status among the general public as well as field experts.

̶ Medilytics’ suggestions could encourage the user in obtaining more 

knowledge from various sources.
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Medilytics: lifecycle

1. Various medical portals’ metadata collection and storing.

2. Content (documents) relevancy/similarity computation.

3. Collection and aggregation of information about users’ access.

4. Creation of the access analysis as a partial outcome of Medilytics.

5. Real-time content recommendation based on user’s preferences and 

documents’ relevancy.
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Medilytics: lifecycle
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Case #1

Keyword based recommendation of stored content
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Keyword extraction
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Content
suggester
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Case #2

Nearest healthcare providers search
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Distance-
-nearest
medical 
equipment
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Time-nearest healthcare providers
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Time based search
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